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VEGAN INTERMITTENT FASTING
Lose weight, reduce inflammation, and live longer—

the 16:8 way
DR PETRA BRACHT AND MIRA FLATT

The definitive (and first!) vegan guide to intermittent 
fasting for weight loss and improved health-with over 80 

plant-powered recipes to keep you fuller longer.

Intermittent fasting has emerged as an evidence-based 
revolution in health and wellness. And even if you usually 
eat meat and fish, why not do a plant-based intermittent 
fasting reset? You can start at any time and lose weight 
while still eating the foods you love. In the popular 16:8 

method, you eattwo to three times over eight hours, then 
fast for 16 hours (which, of course, includes time spent 

asleep). The result can be astounding: weight loss, a 
stronger immune system, increased longevity and so 

much more. 

Let Petra Bracht, General Practitioner and Naturopath, 
and recipe developer Mira Flatt guide you through the 

transition to a fasting lifestyle, with medically supported 
advice and over 80 satisfying vegan recipes including 

ideas for lunch, such as Rainbow Summer Rolls, protein-
packed dinners, like Smoked Tofu Potato Salad or Chili 

sin Carne and healthy desserts like Chocolate Cardamom 
Truffles. Live healthier—and longer—with this complete 

vegan guide to intermittent fasting.

Petra Bracht is a doctor and naturopath who runs the 
first vegan private medical health centre in Germany. 

Mira Flatt is a recipe developer based in Germany. 

MURDOCH BOOKS    9781922351494      $39.99       PB FOOD & DRINK
NZ$45.00

MURDOCH BOOKS • 9781922351494  
$45.00 • PB •  • FOOD & DRINK      



THE MIND STRENGTH METHOD
Four steps to curb anxiety, conquer worry and build 

resilience
DR JODIE LOWINGER

The groundbreaking approach that has helped 
thousands turn their lives around by the CEO/founder of 

the Sydney Anxiety Clinic.

What if you could turn anxiety into your superpower?
Dr Jodie Lowinger is at the forefront of mental health 

practice and has already helped thousands reframe their 
anxiety. Through her groundbreaking Mind Strength 

methodology, she offers a simple and practical toolkit 
of the best evidence-based techniques to harness 

fear-driven thoughts and behaviours and turn them into 
empowered action; to break free from being bossed 
around by worry and your inner critic, and to build a 

resilient, high-performance mindset.

Woven through with relatable case studies, simple 
diagrams and illustrations, and challenges to the stories 
you've been telling yourself, The Mind Strength Method 

helps you move forward with your life in a way that is more 
aligned with your purpose and values. It is the must-read 
book of our time for anyone who feels they are caught up 

in fight-or-flight mode and offers hope in the midst of 
uncertainty.

Dr Jodie Lowinger is a world-leading expert in anxiety, 
mindset and resilience, and CEO/founder of the Sydney 

Anxiety Clinic. She is also a high-performance and 
mindset coach to global business leaders and elite 

athletes. 

MURDOCH BOOKS     9781922351388      $32.99      PB PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT NZ$36.99
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MURDOCH BOOKS • 9781922351388  
$36.99 • PB •  • PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
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SUMAC
Recipes and stories from Syria

ANAS ATASSI

An ode to Syria, recipes from the Syrian kitchen, and to 
family and friends.

Sumac is a deep red spice that adds a vibrant lift to all 
kinds of food and is a prized ingredient in both traditional 

and contemporary Syrian cuisine. Sumac includes over 
80 recipes inspired by Anas Atassi's family recipes and 

travels, as well as the stories, celebrations and memories 
of loved ones in Syria that inspired the recipes.

It includes the wonderful Friday breakfasts he'd eat in 
his grandmother's garden, his mother's sfeeha, along 
with the falafel he now loves to make for his friends, 

along with many other mezze, salads, meats, vegetables 
and desserts. This evocative and inspiring food journey 

offers a glimpse into Syrian food culture's deep historical 
roots, which through millennia of cultural traditions and 

neighbouring influences have been shared and shaped to 
perfection.

Anas Atassi has a great love for cooking and cherishes 
the memories of Syria from his childhood. Born in Homs 

in Syria, he now lives in Amsterdam.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MURDOCH BOOKS    9781922351265     $49.99    HB   FOOD & DRINK     
NZ$55.00

MURDOCH BOOKS • 9781922351265  
$55.00 • HB •  • FOOD & DRINK



HEALING YOU
A journal for reflection
JENNIE LILJEFORS

A giftable journal for recording thoughts and reflections, 
interspersed with tips, advice and exercises for 

developing a healing practice. 

Healing You is a journal for reflection and expression to 
encourage you find your unique energy, personal strength 

and inner peace.

For those times when the negative thoughts, challenging 
situations and learned behaviours make everyday life 

seem difficult, writing things down can be a way to break 
down the emotional and physical barriers to healing. By 

breaking our silence and writing down our stories, we find 
it easier to hear and feel the spirit within us, to recharge 

our batteries and shine from the inside out.

As you work through the journal you can practise setting 
intentions; using crystals and essential oils; practising 
breathing, mindfulness and yoga; and using mantras to 

inspire you as you find your way towards forgiveness and 
good health. The more you work to find inner peace, the 
more you will discover how things fall into place. Write 

down your truth and magic will unfold.

Jennie Liljefors is a certified yoga teacher who runs 
Altromondo Yoga in Stockholm.

MURDOCH BOOKS    9781922351586      $24.99     HB MIND, BODY,
SPIRIT NZ$27.99
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MURDOCH BOOKS • 9781922351586  
$27.99 • HB •  • MIND, BODY, SPIRIT



HOW TO TRAVEL SOLO
Holiday tips for independent adventurers
HOW TO TRAVEL GUILT 
FREE
Holiday tips for ethical travellers
WANDERLUST
Written by Wanderlust magazine's 
experienced and knowledgeable team 
of travel writers, these are the essential 
guides for solo adventuring and eco-
friendly travel. How to Travel Solo is 
everything you need to strike out on your 
own. And How to Travel Guilt Free will 
help make your adventures green, every 
step of the way.

WELBECK   9781787396142    
9781787396159     $19.99      PB TRAVEL

NZ$22.99

BURN BRIGHT
A holistic self-care guide to being 
present, fulfilled and happy
CHARLENE RYMSHA
In Burn Bright, burnout expert Charlene 
Rymsha teaches her proven and holistic 
approach to efficiently and effectively 
getting unstuck and provides the tools 
and support to maintain lasting—and 
evolving—transformation from the 
empty feeling caused by burnout to 
gain clarity, strength and confidence. 
Powerful and reflective meditations 
coupled with positive reinforcement 
strategies will get you burning brightly in 
no time! 

ROCK POINT GIFT & STATIONERY
9781631067112     $24.99      HB

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT NZ$27.99

CHOOSE HAPPY
Heal your past, enjoy the present and 
fulfill your future for a happier you
SARAH GREGG
Happiness is elusive despite its seeming 
ubiquity on social media. In Choose 
Happy, neurolinguistic programming 
practitioner Sarah Gregg uses the 
practices of positive psychology to 
gently guide you through your past, 
present and future to improve your well-
being for a life full of joy, contentment 
and hope. With the inclusion of 
reflections and quick daily exercises, it 
will have you living the life you’ve always 
imagined. 

ROCK POINT GIFT & STATIONERY
9781631067129      $24.99     HB PERSONAL

DEVELOPMENT NZ$27.99

WELBECK • 9781787396142 • 9781787396159 
$22.99 • PB •  • TRAVEL

ROCK POINT GIFT & STATIONERY  • 9781631067112  
$27.99 • HB •  • PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
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ROCK POINT GIFT & STATIONERY • 9781631067129 
$27.99 • HB •  • PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT



SLEEP TIGHT
ALISON DAVIES
Inspired by the bedtime storybooks 
we read as children, this beautifully 
illustrated collection of narrative bedtime 
meditations for adults will help you 
sleep well and wake up prepared for 
any challenge. Keep this book by your 
bed and choose one of 15 sensual 
guided meditations to read as you drift 
off to sleep. Whether you need all your 
courage, creativity and strength for a 
big day, or are looking to have a calm, 
grounded and restorative day, there's a 
story to help you face every scenario.

IVY PRESS      9780711261815    $24.99     PB   
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT     NZ$27.99

SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL
HOLLY TUPPEN
If you are keen to reduce the 
environmental cost and increase the 
positive impact of your adventures 
but are unsure of the best ways to do 
so, Sustainable Travel is the essential, 
accessible companion any traveller 
needs. Sustainability expert Holly 
Tuppen shares what she’s learnt from 
over a decade of low-carbon and 
positive-impact adventures to help 
your trip be a force for good.  It’s a must 
read for anyone looking to tackle the 
climate crisis and support nature and 
communities through travelling.

WHITE LION PUBLISHING    9780711256019      
$29.99      HB    TRAVEL      NZ$32.99

GREAT WOMEN'S 
SPEECHES
ANNA RUSSELL
Discover the inspiring voices that 
have changed our world and started a 
new conversation. The first dedicated 
collection of seminal speeches by 
women from around the world, Great 
Women’s Speeches is about women 
at the forefront of change—within 
politics, science, human rights and 
media; discussing everything from free 
love, anti-war, scientific discoveries, 
race, gender and women’s rights. It 
includes over 50 empowering speeches 
celebrating women in their own words. 

WHITE LION PUBLISHING      9780711255852     
$19.99      HB      SPEECHES     NZ$22.99

IVY PRESS • 9780711261815  
$27.99 • PB •  • PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

WHITE LION PUBLISHING  • 9780711256019  
$32.99 • HB •  • TRAVEL
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WHITE LION PUBLISHING • 9780711255852 
$22.99 • HB •  • SPEECHES



ARTISTIC PLACES 
Inspired Travellers Guide
SUSIE HODGE, ILLUSTRATED BY 
AMY GRIMES
Explore the landscapes and places that 
inspired great art: find peace in Monet's 
lily-filled garden oasis, climb Mount Fuji 
on a printmaker's pilgrimage, or sail 
with Gauguin to the South Pacific to 
stretch your imagination. Art historian 
Susie Hodge presents 25 famous and 
forgotten artistic destinations around 
the world and connects these to the 
masterpieces that celebrate them.  
Artistic Places is a stunningly illustrated, 
visionary guide for seekers of beauty, 
rare tales and cultural riches. 

WHITE LION PUBLISHING    9780711254534     
$29.99      HB     TRAVEL     NZ$32.99

THE WAY OF THE WITCH 
A path to spirituality and self-
empowerment
SALLY MORNINGSTAR

Re-empower yourself, connect with 
the natural world and realise your 
dreams through ancient knowledge 
with this entry-level guide to the 
spiritual traditions, practices and roots 
of witchcraft. Tap into magic while 
performing rites and rituals and learn 
how to cast spells, make magical charms, 
take psychic journeys and embody the 
powers of nature within your own being.

WELBECK   9781859064665      $27.99      HB      
MIND, BODY, SPIRIT     NZ$32.99

THE NEW MEDITERRANEAN 
DIET COOKBOOK
The optimal keto-friendly diet that burns 
fat, promotes longevity, and prevents 
chronic disease
MARTINA SLAJEROVA
In The New Mediterranean Diet 
Cookbook, best-selling ketogenic 
author Martina Slajerova presents 
a keto-optimised refinement of the 
world’s superdiet—an optimised keto 
diet that emphasises a diversity of fish 
and plant oils and a rainbow of colourful 
vegetables—with 100 delicious recipes 
for everything from snacks to dinner. By 
living and eating at the intersection of 
these complementary diets, you can reap 
the benefits of both while minimising the 
pitfalls of each. 

FAIR WINDS PRESS    9781589239913      
$35.00      PB    FOOD & DRINK      NZ$39.99

WHITE LION PUBLISHING • 9780711254534  
$32.99 • HB •  • TRAVEL

WELBECK  • 9781859064665  
$32.99 • HB •  • MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
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FAIR WINDS PRESS • 9781589239913 
$39.99 • PB •  • FOOD & DRINK



 indicates an ebook edition of this book will be 

available from ebook retailers upon publication.

Cover image: #TITLE# by #AUTHOR# p.#
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